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Hummingbird 525 manual

The latest manuals offer hardware and software related to the use of socially managed service sharing, storage and search manuals: user manual, user manual, quick start guide, technical data sheets... DON'T FORGET: ALWAYS READ THE USER MANUAL BEFORE !!! purchase If this document complies with the user manual, user
manual or user manual, function sets, diagrams you are looking for, download it immediately. The latest instructions give you quick and easy access to humminbird fishfinder 525. We hope that this HUMMINBIRD FISHFINDER 525 user manual will be useful to you. Lastmanuals helps to download user manual HUMMINBIRD
FISHFINDER 525. HUMMINBIRD FISHFINDER 525 : Download full user manual (573 Ko) Manual abstract: user manual HUMMINBIRD FISHFINDER 525Sizeinstructions for use are provided in the user manual. [. . . ] You can find the full details on the separate warranty card that comes with your device. We recommend that you read
this operations manual carefully to fully benefit from all ® of the humminbird product. Contact our Customer Resource Center at either 1-800-633-1468 or visit our website at www. Humminbird, don't you want you to know, com. Warning! This device shall not be used as a navigation device to prevent collision, grounding, boat damage or
injury. [. . . ] Due to the quick angle of the sensor, the distance from the fish decreases when the fish moves into the beam, and then increases as it moves out again, creating a fish cave when this distance change is displayed on the screen. The speed of the boat, the speed of the map and the location of the fish inside the sonar beam
have a significant impact on the shape of the arch. Selecting a higher setup allows you to display weaker returns as fish. If you select a lower setting, fewer fish are displayed from weak sonar tabs. Fish ID+TM must be inside so that the sensitivity of the fish ID affects the ability of the searcher to identify the sonar revenue as a fish. Use
LEFT or RIGHT 4-WAY Cursor Control to change the fish ID sensitivity setting. (Low = 1, High = 10, Default = 5) Real-time sonar (RTS®) Window RTS® window is ® or narrow or turns it off in sonar view. The RTS® always updates as quickly as possible and displays only returns inside the sensor. For more information, see Real Time
Sonar (RTS®) Window. Rts® window (wide) RTS® window (narrow) RTS® window (off) to change the window setting®: 1st (Off, Low, Medium, High1, High2, High3, Default = Low) Max Depth adjusts maximum working depth. You can set up your Fishfinder performance depth you have fishing by setting Max Depth. Once the maximum
depth is set, fishfinder will not attempt to acquire sonar data below this depth, thereby increasing overall performance. When the max depth is set in the car, Fishfinder acquires the bottom readings as needed (within the power unit). If the bottom is deeper than the max depth setting, the digital depth reading flashes, indicating that
Fishfinder can't find the bottom. The Max Depth menu option is available when the user mode is set to Advanced (see Setup tab: User mode). Make sure you're in advanced user mode, then highlight Max Depth in the sonar main menu. To change max depth, use the left or right 4-WAY cursor control button. (AUTO, 10-800 feet, 3-260
meters [International models only], Default = AUTO) 62 Water type (Advanced) Water type configures your device for use in fresh or salt water. The Water Type menu option is available when the user mode is set to Advanced (see Settings Tab: User Mode). NOTE: In salt water, large fish can be 2-10 times larger than a large fish in fresh
water (depending on the type of fish being sought). The salt water setting allows for a greater range of fish size adjustments into it. [. . . ] The speed of the earth is optimal for navigation because accurate destination times can be derived from this measurement. Humminbird® products allow you to enter and display both speed
measurements. Time to reach (TTG): The time to go is the expected time to get to your destination. Runway: The story is recorded in a series of points that defines the boat's earlier path. [. . . ] Disclaimer download user manual humminbird FISHFINDER 525Lastmanuals offers a socially driven service for sharing, storing and searching
manuals related to the use of hardware and software: user manual, user manual, quick start guide, technical data sheets ... In no way can the latest manuals be held responsible if the document you are looking for is not available in a language other than yours, incomplete, or if the model or language does not match the description. For
example, the latest manuals do not provide a translation service. Click on download user manual at the end of this agreement if you agree to its terms and conditions, downloading the manual HUMMINBIRD FISHFINDER 525 begins. Гарантия 365 дней Задать вопрос РУСИФИЦИРОВАН Fishfinder 525 - представляет собой
улучшеную версию эхолота Fishfinder 515. Основное их отличие в увеличенном экране прибора Fishfinder 525. В этих приборах используются новый тип датчиков - Accelerated real-time sonar, передаююий информацию до 40 раз в секунду, что Get a clearer picture of driving at high speeds. Features: Complete waterproof,
floats in water; Increase modes: 2x, 4, 6x, 8x combined; An accelerated real-time sonar sensor that transmits information up to 40 times per second; the possibility to record the route, the mobile route, as well as the definition of the average speed when connecting the speed sensor (procured separately); WhiteLine, Clear Edge Inverse
grayscale, lower black or structure ID; High contrast screen for night fishing with backlight; Quick detachable fastening; Convenient menu for fast navigation; A quick start when recognizing the transdieuer; Customizable beep (detect fish) 3 species; the identification of the fish identification system; Remember settings To the depth of the
tone/alarm clock. Set: FishFinder 525 echolot; Single-beam standard sensor (cable length 6m); attaching the sensor to the trident; Power cable (cable length 2m); Instructions in English; Instructions in Russian. Specifications Type contaminated 1 beam (20o) Signal frequency, KHz 200 Maximum echolocation depth, m. 240 Side view -
Frontal scanning /max. distance, m - Only speed and temperature measurement function Display temperature Type FSTN LCD screen size (height x width), pix. 240 x 240 Screen size (height x width), cm 12.7 diagonal Screen lighting - Fish position function (right, left or under the ship) - Bottom mapping feature - Image zoom function
(zoom / Split Screen zoom) 2x - 8x Size definition and Fish - Fish distance definition - Fish size, sizes 3 Fish detection signal - Signal to reach given depth, brush signal, device waterresistance (height x width x thickness), cm 17,78 x 18,42 x 10,16 Device weight, Power, 10-12 Power, Ht 200 W (RMS)/1600 W (Peak) Magnetic Compass -
3D Mode - 3D Image ( 3D Image) - Wireless Sensors Connection - Travellog Speed Sensor) Additional features: Real-time mode , Whiteline, Structure ID, Fish ID ' Total weight: 1.56 kg Sold: 1 pc Production: USA Ask a question or leave a review: sonar 525 in winter or summer with Sergei L. So quickly always quality clean. Years of
experience in length. The name Hidden 5 days ago, St. Petersburg is fast and clear. Big choice. Artyem K. Price quality delivery speed delivery
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